Nature Scavenger Hunt

DIRECTIONS: With your partner, try to find each of the items listed below. If the item has the word “collect” next to it, you may put the item into your bag. If the item has the words “describe and note location” next to it, write where you found the item, but do not remove it!

1. A blade of grass longer than your index finger (collect)
2. An acorn cap (collect)
3. A leaf on the ground (collect)
4. A pine cone (collect)
5. A few pine needles (collect)
6. A twig longer than your thumb (collect)
7. Moss on the side of a building (describe and note location)
8. Fungi (describe and note location)
9. Signs of a spider or a spider itself (describe and note location)
10. An ant hill (describe and note location)
11. Plants or insects in a sidewalk crack (describe and note location)
12. Signs of birds or birds themselves (describe and note location)
13. Signs of amphibians or reptiles or the animals themselves (describe and note location)
14. Signs of mice, squirrels or other small animals or the animals themselves (describe and note location)
15. Signs of larger mammals or the mammals themselves (describe and note location)
16. Two different kinds of seeds (collect)